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MAIN PROBLEMS

• ITALY DOES NOT HAVE UNISON/UNISEC

• LACK of COOPERATION between italian universities

• LACK of COOPERATION between several universities organizations that partecipate at competitions in the space field

• LACK of KNOWLEDGE about UNISEC/UNISON

• INVOLVING STUDENTS from different italian universities in UNISON
BACKGROUND

• Italy has just sent the proposal to join UNISEC and it is waiting for the replay from UNISEC steering committee

• Big competition between the italian universities involved in space activities and projects

• Too many organizations composed by university students involved in space project (i.e. CANSAT competitions)

• Italian university focuses more on theoretical knowledge and less on practical knowledge
MAIN SOLUTIONS

• **SET UP** of UNISEC/UNISON in Italy

• **ENCOURAGE COOPERATION** between Italian universities

• **INVITE** universities organizations that participate at competitions in the space field **TO JOIN UNISON**

• **OUTREACH PROGRAMME during University classes** about UNISEC/UNISON
FUTURE ACTION PLAN

• Personal connection with students of other Italian universities in order to propose them to cooperate

• Preliminary discussion between students to identify field of interests for working groups

• Set up of Working groups composed by students from different Italian universities

• Participation at 4th Mission Idea Contest and next UNISEC Global Meeting in Turkey
THANKS FOR LISTENING!